
 

 
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 
Zodiac FC 470 EVO 7: The legend evolves 
 
 
Zodiac FC boats are the definitive Special Forces boats. The FC 470 is used by more elite soldiers and 
sailors than any other craft worldwide. It is the only craft of its type that has actually been used in combat in 
different theatres of operations and comes through with flying colours. This is a result of its unique patented 
hull shape and various floor systems that allows it to carry combatants in a variety of missions, to plane 
heavily loaded and to give the driver unsurpassed manoeuvrability in different and often dangerous 
conditions. 
The FC 470 EVO 7 is the latest generation of FC 470. It features a new high pressure inflatable floor 
reinforced by a DurataneTM sleeve that makes the boat lighter, more comfortable, and usable with a 55 hp 
engine, and its hull shape has been slightly modified to optimize its performances.  
The numerous improvements made on the FC 470 EVO 7 will make your life easier, better and safer: 

 
EASIER: 
• Easier to mount with the new adapted HPP 67mm integral 

floor. You’ll never believe how much quicker you will be on 
the water. 

• Easier to inflate. The boat is 100% inflatable from a single 
point.  

• Easier to maintain with the new speed tube system. You can 
now thread the lower tube in and out very easily with our 
cord and eyelet system. The wooden bow thrust board has 
also been removed. Consequently the boat is ready for 
operation more often thanks to shorter maintenance.  

 

 

 
 

BETTER: 
• Better lightness: around 30kg / 66lbs lighter with the H2P 

floor. 
• Better performance with new speed tubes and new hull 

design. The lower tubes have been slightly enlarged and the 
hull redesigned to make deeper V hull. 

• Better range of engine power. With the new inflatable floor 
the max engine power goes up to 55 HP. 

• Better Comfort thanks to new set of floors. The H2P is a 
highly shock mitigating floor. And the newly designed 
aluminium anodized floor is now made of three parts stiffen 
up with specially adapted stringers. The 3 parts floor is 
easier to mount and stronger than the 4 elements one.  

 
 

(model available in black only) 

 
 

SAFER: 
• Safer with the high puncture resistance DurataneTM sleeve 

on the inflatable floor. 
• Safer with the larger transom bailers providing a high water 

outflow. 

 
 
 Order now! ... Deliveries from September 2007. 
 

 

For more information on Zodiac MilPro products, check our website:  

www.zodiacmilpro.com 


